
‘Anti-Imperialists’ for a New Roman Empire tries, and furthermore smell bad,” as Blas Piñar so delicately
puts it; and denunciations of imperialism and the U.S. warThere are three key features to be noted about this emerg-

ing fascist force. in Iraq.
All of this populist rhetoric is woven together with anFirst, Lyndon LaRouche has stressed that one should not

be misled by the fact that this network is composed primarily appeal to return to the so-called “ traditional Catholic values”
of the feudalism of the Middle Ages—when men acceptedof low-life and political throw-aways. They are that; but they

are also the man-servants of the international Synarchist appa- their station in life, and before they were corrupted by the
Renaissance’s “deification” of man, which dared to promoteratus deployed by the financial oligarchy, whose goal is to

establish a new, global version of the Roman Empire. man’s creative mental powers as that which makes him “made
in the living image of God.”The Madrid network’s stated intent is to establish a Eu-

rope-wide fascist bloc. In the words of the Spanish Falange’s As for empire, the Argentine philosopher Alberto
Buela—who is part of the so-called “Catholic nationalist”university branch, the Sindicato Español Universitario (Span-

ish University Association), which waxed eloquent about the networks standing behind Breide’s PPR, which networks or-
ganized a July 2002 seminar in Córdoba, Argentina, ad-Falange’s intimate alliance with Italy’s Forza Nuova: “The

ties of unity between our two organizations grow ever dressed by Buela and the Spanish Falange’s envoy Jorge
Garcı́a-Contell—makes the argument in a most revealingstronger, and this will surely be the seed for that European

Front which will bring social-patriots together against this way. In a 2002 article entitled “Eon in Schmitt and De An-
quin,” Buela—who is a specialist in Heidegger, Hegel, andEurope of traffickers and globalization.”

The program of the groups gathered in Madrid is a radical Aristotle, three of the Synarchy’s preferred philosophers—
favorably quotes the influential Nazi jurist Carl Schmitt, apopulist blend of attacks on globalization, the International

Monetary Fund (IMF), and “usury” in general; racist diatribes leading Synarchist figure of the middle 20th Century:
“ ‘ Empire, in this context, means the historic force that isagainst dark-skinned immigrants who are “fl ooding our coun-

right and left components, within the Americas even after
the Nazis’ defeat, and is presently increasingly active to-From the Editors
day. It functions, now as then, as a network of fascist orga-
nizations in South and Central America still today, organi-

Aug. 5, 2003—Former EIR correspondents and/or con- zations with deep ties to fascist organizations presently
tributors Marivilia Carrasco (Mexico), Lorenzo Carrasco based in Spain, France, and Italy. Carrasco et al. associated
and Silvia Palacios (Brazil), Gerardo Terán and Diana themselves publicly with defense of the same Synarchist
Olaya de Terán (Argentina), and Angel Palacios (Guadala- tradition, by name, behind the Nazi Party’s massive pene-
jara), are no longer associated with Executive Intelligence tration of Mexico and South American nations during the
Review, or with any of the publications and political orga- 1930s and early 1940s.
nizations associated with Lyndon LaRouche. The anti-fascist LaRouche movement, and this publi-

These former collaborators of LaRouche broke with cation, are committed to the policy outlook towards Ibero-
him politically and philosophically over the substantive America presented by U.S. Presidential candidate Lyndon
issue of LaRouche’s continuing public exposure, since LaRouche in his 1982 report, Operation Juárez. EIR’s edi-
1984, of Synarchism, the formal name for universal fas- torial policies are:
cism. The trigger for this break with LaRouche, was • the defense of the sovereign nation-state;
LaRouche’s successful public exposure, internationally, • the physical and political integration of the nations
of the Synarchist networks behind U.S. Vice President of Ibero-America, toward the construction of a new, just
Dick “Yellowcake” Cheney. global financial system to replace the bankrupt IMF

It was the same Synarchism associated with Cheney system;
today, which had created the fascist governments of Italy, • the building of infrastructure projects, to bring prog-
Germany, Spain, Vichy and Laval France, and others, ress to the region;
which had attempted world-conquest under the leadership and, above all,
of Adolf Hitler. These Synarchists, then deployed by Hit- • the concept of man as uniquely endowed by his Cre-
ler’s Nazi Party through Franco’s Spain, had used their ator with the power of creative cognition—a power which
channels through Mexico for a massive Nazi penetration the Synarchists are fanatically determined to subvert in
of South America. This Synarchist network, built around favor of a return to medieval, so-called “ integrist” or
an occult freemasonic cabal, continued to operate, with its “ultramontane” forms of imperialism.
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